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“All models are wrong, but some are useful.”
-george e.p. box



The Mechanisms of Muscle Hypertrophy 

PMID: 20847704 



Mechanical Tension 
“It is believed that tension associated with resistance training disturbs the integrity of skeletal muscle, causing 
mechano-chemically transduced molecular and cellular responses in myofibers and satellite cells (182). Upstream signaling 
is thought to occur through a cascade of events that involve growth factors, cytokines, stretch-activated channels, and focal 
adhesion complexes (23,48,162). Evidence suggests that the downstream process is regulated via the AKT/mTOR 
pathway, either through direct interaction or by modulating production of phosphatidic acid” -Brad Schoenfeld

"The importance of mechanical tension in promoting muscle growth is indisputable" -Brad Schoenfeld

https://journals.lww.com/nsca-jscr/fulltext/2010/10000/The_Mechanisms_of_Muscle_Hypertrophy_and_Their.40.aspx#R182-40
https://journals.lww.com/nsca-jscr/fulltext/2010/10000/The_Mechanisms_of_Muscle_Hypertrophy_and_Their.40.aspx#R23-40


Muscle Damage & Metabolic Stress
Muscle Damage:
-Correlation doesn’t imply causation 
-The development of skeletal muscle 
hypertrophy through resistance training: the 
role of muscle damage and muscle protein 
synthesis

Metabolic Stress:
-Accumulation of metabolic by-products in the 
muscle: lactate, phosphate, H+, and hypoxia
-MS appears to  only be anabolic in the 
presence of mechanical tension (back door 
path) PMID: 29282529
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Balancing Mechanisms of Muscle Growth
When force output is maintained during exercise, muscle 
activation and perception of effort rapidly increase as blood flow is 
impaired, resulting in decreased SmO2.When blood flow and 
SmO2 return to pre-compromised levels muscle activation and 
perception of effort are reduced.This suggests that an 
oxygen-conforming response exists and is able to modify 
perception of effort and muscle fiber force production

“TOI decreased for all loads and phases but less for the 20 % than 
60 and 80 % loads, and for LEN compared with SHO phase. At 
failure, TOI was negatively associated with aEMG during the SHO  
and LEN phases, while TOI and aEMG were positively associated 
with load magnitude in both movement phases. This study 
emphasizes the influence of load magnitude and movement 
phase on neuromuscular and oxidative adjustments during 
movements that involve lifting and lowering a load until failure. “ 
-Baudry et al.
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Balancing Mechanisms of Muscle Growth (cont.)
“the involvement of an oxygen-conforming response, referring to the rapid adjustment of force production at a given motor 
neuron activation to match changes in muscle oxygenation. In the case of reduced oxygenation during contractions, force 
production “conforms” to a reduced aerobic ATP supply capacity at a given phosphorylation and redox potential. 
Importantly, the “oxygen-conforming” response is rapidly abolished upon restoration of muscle blood flow, unlike peripheral 
muscle fatigue. The implication of the oxygen-conformer response for exercise where force production must be maintained 
is that integrated electromyography (iEMG) must increase when muscle oxygenation is reduced.” 
-Patrick J. Drouin and Michael E. Tschakovsky



If you accept that mechanical tension and metabolic stress are the 
two main drivers of muscle hypertrophy, any choice of training 
intensity represents a tradeoff between those two mechanisms. 
The heavier you go, the more tension you develop, but the less 
local muscular fatigue and subsequently metabolic stress you 
develop before the point of fatigue and vice versa. However, it 
seems that there needs to be some balance of both mechanisms 
to maximize growth.

● Intensity: how heavy is heavy enough and where’s the limit?
● Volume: how is it tracked and what is it’s roll ?
● Frequency: how it is derived from volume?

Training for Muscle Hypertrophy
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Using NIRs to Determine Intra-Individual Intensity Cut Offs
● Effects of different intensities of resistance training with equated volume load on muscle 

strength and hypertrophy (Lasevicius et al.)
● Blood flow & tHB reactions 



NUsing NIRs to Determine Intra-Individual Intensity Cut Offs

Assessment - Occlusion Response to Strength Training: 
http://my.moxymonitor.com/blog/assessment-occlusion-response-to-strength-training

● Muscle Specific Hypertrophy:



Same workout, but different reactions 



An athlete’s response to a “10 reps x4 sets” of back squatting at a 
moderately challenging intensity. In each set you can see a rapid drop in 
muscle oxygen saturation down to ~10% SmO2. This indicates increased 
motor unit recruitment across the set as the athlete approaches failure. 
Note that they were able to desaturate to the same low point on each set, 
as well as recover oxygen to baseline during rest.

Using NIRs to Determine Maximum Productive Training Volume
Based on a recent meta-analysis it appears the 
most productive sets you can do in a session for a 
given body part range from 8–14 sets on average.

● Why would 8 sets be the low end maximum 
productive volume per session on average and 14 
the top end cut off? 

● Is this a moving target that can be skewed upwards 
or downwards based on individual factors?

● Is there a practical way to know what the optimal 
volume is on a given day ?



My speculation is that the point at which we can no longer utilize oxygen in the tissue is the same point at which the 
repeated bout effect is occurring and we at a point where additional training volume is no longer effective. As a 
result, monitoring muscle oxygen saturation in live time may be a viable way of figuring out our maximum 
productive volume on any given day, which can an add unprecedented layer of precision trying to hit the moving 
target of ‘optimal’ training volume.

Using NIRs to Determine Maximum Productive Training Volume (cont.)

What about rest periods ?
● Impact of rest on ‘productive’ volume
● Efficiency vs. efficacy 



Sample Protocols for Auto-regulating volume 
Single Variable:

● Fixed:  total number of reps in a set, load, and rest  
● A-Reg: total # of work sets
● ex) Back Squat; 8 reps @10RM (2 RIR), rest 3 minutes x 

repeat until you cannot desaturate to the same extent as 
previous sets, or you cannot reach the same recovery baseline 

Multi-Variable:
● Fixed: load
● A-Reg: reps in a set, total number of sets, and rest 
● ex)  Leg Press @315# - drop O2 down to lowest load possible 

w/o a plateau, then recover back to baseline. 
*If you cannot drop O2 down to lowest level or recover back to 
baseline w/i 10% margin of set #1 then stop the workout 



Using NIRs to assist with exercise selection 
● Muscle recruitment and  mechanical tension
● Desaturation of target muscle (gross 

changes and rate). 
● Intramuscular coordination versus technical 

issues 
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